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Abstract
Recent development of deep sequencing technologies has facilitated de novo genome sequencing projects, now

conducted even by individual laboratories. However, this will yield more and more genome sequences that are not

well assembled, and will hinder thorough annotation when no closely related reference genome is available. One of

the challenging issues is the identification of protein-coding sequences split into multiple unassembled genomic

segments, which can confound orthology assignment and various laboratory experiments requiring the identifica-

tion of individual genes. In this study, using the genome of a cartilaginous fish, Callorhinchus milii, as test case, we

performed gene prediction using a model specifically trained for this genome. We implemented an algorithm,

designated ESPRIT, to identify possible linkages between multiple protein-coding portions derived from a single

genomic locus split into multiple unassembled genomic segments. We developed a validation framework based on

an artificially fragmented human genome, improvements between early and recent mouse genome assemblies,

comparison with experimentally validated sequences from GenBank, and phylogenetic analyses. Our strategy pro-

vided insights into practical solutions for efficient annotation of only partially sequenced (low-coverage) genomes.

To our knowledge, our study is the first formulation of a method to link unassembled genomic segments based on

proteomes of relatively distantly related species as references.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent innovations in massively parallel sequencing

technologies have enabled individual laboratories to

conduct de novo genome sequencing projects [1].

However, due to the shorter reads they produce

compared with the traditional Sanger method,

genome sequencing based on new technologies

will yield more genome sequences that are not

well assembled [2, 3], which in turn will hinder

comprehensive annotation of the protein coding

landscape. In particular, a major challenge is the

identification of protein coding sequences split into

multiple unassembled genomic segments. Currently,

the main approach to overcoming this problem

is to assemble the low coverage genome using a

high coverage reference genome as template (see

[4] for a review). Several methods based on this

approach have been proposed [5–8], but due to

their strong reliance on the template genome, they

do not cope well with duplication, loss and

translocation of genomic segments, and require the

reference genome to be evolutionarily close to the

low coverage genome. Ensembl pipeline [9] also

detects split genes (http://www.ensembl.org/info/

docs/compara/homology method.html), but this

approach is not readily applicable to newly

sequenced genomes by individual researchers,

because it is not yet well documented or available

outside the Ensembl pipeline.

In this study, we focused on the genome of a

species in the order of chimaeras (Chimaeriformes,

Holocephali, Chondrichthyes), Callorhinchus milii

(also called elephant shark or ghost shark;

Figure 1), previously sequenced as genome survey

sequence (GSS) only with 1.4� coverage [10].

This species was initially selected as a target of

shot gun genome sequencing solely because of its

small genome size [11]. The available assembly for

the C. milii genome includes 647 131 contigs that

amount to 0.77Gb in total, for its estimated haploid

genome size of 0.91Gb [10]. Although sequenced

with the Sanger method, the N50 length of the

contigs is 912 bp, suggesting that many protein

coding genes are split into different contigs that

have remained unassembled. Chondrichthyans

(cartilaginous fishes, namely chimaeras, sharks, rays

and skates) have been studied in diverse biological

fields including immunology [12], developmental

biology [13, 14] and endocrinology [15]. A reliable

annotation of the C.milii genome would answer the

growing demand for molecular sequence resources

for this animal group.

Using the C. milii genome as a test case, we con

structed a repeat library for this species and trained

gene prediction program AUGUSTUS [19]. To

better annotate this fragmentary assembly, we imple

mented a novel algorithm ESPRIT (Establishing

Split Protein coding Regions In Tentative genomes)

to identify possible linkages between protein coding

portions derived from a single genomic locus (mostly

corresponding to exons) split into unassembled con

tigs. We validated the approach and fitted parameters

using an artificially fragmented human genome

and an early mouse genome assembly (NCBI m34

assembly). We then applied ESPRIT to the C. milii

genome and evaluated its performance based on

full length C. milii sequences from GenBank and

phylogenetic analyses. As we elaborate below, the

strategy applied to a genome only partially

sequenced provides insights into practical solutions

for efficient genome annotation.

METHODS
Preparation of repeat-masked genome
assembly
The 1.4� coverage C. milii genomic assembly was

downloaded from the Elephant Shark Genome

Project website (http://esharkgenome.imcb.a star

.edu.sg/resources.html). To construct a repeat library

customized for this genome, we ran RepeatModeler

with default parameters (http://www.repeatmasker

.org/RepeatModeler.html), which detected 501

Figure 1: Phylogenetic position of the C. milii.

Overview of phylogenetic relationships between major

vertebrate lineages are depicted with their estimated

divergence times [16, 17]. The target of this study,

C milii, is a species in the subclass Holocephali. The

timing of the first-round (1R) and second-round (2R) of

whole genome duplications is based on [18].
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types of repeat elements that are �15 nt long and

present as >15 copies in the C. milii genome. Based

on that, RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker

.org/) masked 42.2% of the C.milii genome, consist

ing of 38.7% of repeat elements from the library and

3.5% of simple repeats, low complexity stretches,

small RNAs and satellites.

Training gene set
To prepare a gene set used for training by the gene

prediction software AUGUSTUS [19], we em

ployed three different approaches described below.

First, we surveyed the database NCBI GenBank [20]

(as of 7 June 2010) and identified 149 entries of C.

milii protein coding genes. Those lacking the

N terminus were excluded. To remove redundant

sequences, we used BLASTP [21] in order to cluster

those proteins into similarity groups (sequences that

had a hit with bits score >70 in BLASTP constituted

a similarity group). From each of these similarity

groups, only one representative protein was retained.

Finally, we selected 22 C. milii proteins from

GenBank. Second, we referred to the C. milii

genome assembly itself to identify full length

protein coding genes using ab initio gene prediction

tools, GENSCAN [22] and MAKER [23]. Inside

MAKER, we implemented SNAP [24] and est2gen

ome [25] components with default parameters. To

run est2genome, we input the C.milii cDNA data set

available at the Elephant Shark Genome Project

website (http://esharkgenome.imcb.a star.edu.sg).

All C. milii peptides predicted by GENSCAN and

SNAP were subjected to BLASTP searches against

human Ensembl peptides (version 57; http://www

.ensembl.org/). C. milii query peptides that were

aligned with a human peptide with identical lengths

with no gaps and had a �70% similarity were re

tained. As a result, we identified 22, 4 and 17

genes that satisfied these criteria, based on SNAP,

est2genome, and GENSCAN, respectively. The

last approach employed was the CEGMA pipeline

which searches for 458 core eukaryotic genes (CEGs)

in a given genome based on hidden Markov models

[26]. After applying this to the C. milii genomic

sequences, we retrieved 37 genes.

After merging genes identified in the different

approaches described above into one data set, we

filtered it with a BLASTP based search against itself

to remove homogeneity within it. As a result,

90 sequences that do not have a similarity of

>70% to any other sequence in the data set were

retained. Because seven genes identified in

GenBank were not included in the C. milii genome

assembly, the final training gene set contained 83

genes (Supplementary Table S1). With this training

gene set, the training module of AUGUSTUS was

run to produce ‘.prob’ files customized for the

C. milii genome.

Trained gene prediction
Gene prediction was performed with AUGUSTUS,

using the C. milii genome assembly in which

repetitive sequences are masked. Our prediction

setting trained for this genome is available in the

AUGUSTUS installation package as well as its web

interface (http://bioinf.uni greifswald.de/augustus/

submission).

Detection of split protein-coding
regions
Split protein coding regions were inferred by

comparative genomics, as a new step in the OMA

orthology detection pipeline [27, 28]. The

protein coding landscape of the genome survey

sequence (GSS) of C. milii was compared with

those of nine chordate species (human, mouse,

anole lizard, chicken, African clawed frog, zebrafish,

medaka, Ciona intestinalis and Branchiostoma floridae).

After identifying all pairs of putative homologs

(the all against all step of the OMA algorithm [28]),

we perform an exhaustive search of triplets of

proteins such that two proteins in the partial

genome map to a common gene in one of the

reference genomes. The two putative fragments are

not allowed to overlap for more than 5 amino acids

(we assume that overlapping contigs have already

been merged as part of the assembly process). If the

distances between the two putative fragments and

the reference gene vary more than a given threshold,

the triad is discarded. Indeed, given the hypothesis

that both the two or more protein coding regions in

the genome to be annotated emerge from one split

gene and assuming a similar average rate of evolution

for the two parts, their distance to homologs should

not be much different.

Formally, we search for all triads (x1, x2, y)

such that

(i) x1, x2 are proteins in the partial genome

encoded by different genes, y is a protein from

a reference genome;

(ii) the pairs (x1, y) and (x2, y) have significant

Smith Waterman pairwise alignments over
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at least 60% of the length of x1, x2 respectively

(Gonnet matrix score �250, which approxi

mately corresponds to an E value of 1e–18 [29]).

(iii) the Smith Waterman pairwise alignments (x1, y)

and (x2, y) have at most five overlapping residues

in terms of sequence y;

the evolutionary distances (x1, y) and (x2, y) are not

significantly different. This is implemented using

a Z test:

jdðx1,yÞ ÿ dðx2,yÞj

s
2ðx1,yÞ þ s

2ðx2,yÞ
p < tol

where dðx,yÞ is the maximum likelihood estimator

(Gonnet matrices over amino acids; [29]) of the

evolutionary distance between sequence x and y

based on the Smith Waterman pairwise alignments,

s
2ðx,yÞ its variance, and tol a tolerance parameter

(in units of normal standard deviation).

Once all triads are identified, ESPRIT identifies

candidate pairs of split proteins (x1, x2) under the

additional conditions that x1 and x2 be part of a

common triad in at least MinRefGen reference

genomes. The final requirement for candidate pairs

to be predicted by ESPRIT is that neither x1 nor x2
is part of a candidate pair involving a third protein x3.
This is to ensure that the predictions are consistent,

at the expense of a potential decrease in recall.

Genomic PCR
Genomic DNA of C.milii was provided by Byrappa

Venkatesh. Based on C. milii genomic contigs

AAVX01108858 and AAVX01626565, we designed

two gene specific primers, 50 TCAA

GTTCCAGGAGGTCA 30 and 50 CCACGAGGA

AGATGATGAT 30, respectively. PCR was

performed using 100 ng of the genomic DNA with

GC rich PCR System (Roche) following the

manufacturer’s instruction. The amplified DNA frag

ment was purified with MinElute PCR purification

kit (Qiagen) and sequenced on Genetic Analyzer

3130 (Applied Biosystems). The obtained sequence

was deposited in the EMBL sequence database under

the accession ID FR872381.

RESULTS
Assessing coverage of the protein-coding
landscape in the C. milii genome
The coverage of the C. milii genome assembly was

previously estimated to be �75% [11]. We used the

CEGMA pipeline [26] to estimate the percentage of

genes covered by the current assembly [32].

CEGMA searches for 248 core eukaryotic genes

(CEGs) in a given genome and can report which

of them are completely or partially covered. In the

C. milii genome, the software identified only

49 genes (including 35 partial genes) out of the

248 CEGs (19.8%). To assess whether this low

coverage might be due to fast evolving proteins

that have diverged beyond recognition, we restricted

the analysis to the subgroup of 65 CEGs with high

conservation (‘Group 4’ as defined in [26]). Of those,

the software identified 14 (22%) in the C. milii

genome. These observations suggest that the cover

age of protein coding regions is considerably lower

than the coverage estimated for the entire genome

(�75%).

Gene prediction
To train the gene prediction program AUGUSTUS

[19], we prepared a set of 83 non redundant genes

from C. milii entries in GenBank, from

high confidence de novo gene predictions, and from

the core eukaryotic genes identified by the CEGMA

pipeline [26] (Supplementary Table S1). This was

followed by the execution of the AUGUSTUS

gene prediction module on the C. milii genome

with repetitive sequences masked (see Methods sec

tion). This gene prediction produced 22 079 gene

models (Supplementary Table S2). The total

coding sequence of the predicted genes was

�8 Mb long (�1% of the assembly), and the

median length of individual coding sequences

(CDSs) was 267 bp.

Detecting split protein-coding regions:
ESPRIT
The main challenge with low coverage genomes

that we address here is the issue of split

protein coding regions, i.e. individual genes present

on several unassembled contigs. As a result, fragments

of the same gene are wrongly annotated as being

distinct genes. This can confound orthology identi

fication because these fragments erroneously appear

as duplicates, and duplicates within the same genome

are typically used to identify paralogous relations

across species (e.g. [33, 34]). To identify split

protein coding regions, we took a comparative

genomics approach and searched full length hom

ologous counterparts in other genomes. If any two

non overlapping fragments of the low coverage
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genome consistently map to a single gene in other

reference genomes, it suggests that the two fragments

might be parts of the same gene (Figure 2). To

minimize spurious predictions, we further require

that the two candidate fragments be at approximately

the same evolutionary distance to the reference

gene, that such appropriate reference genes be

found in several reference genomes, and that the

two candidate fragments be not involved in another,

potentially conflicting, prediction (see Methods

section).

Validation and parameter sensitivity
analysis
To evaluate ESPRIT and estimate suitable param

eters, we used two complementary approaches.

First, we introduced artificial splits into 8% of all

human CDS (Ensembl v55; [35]) and sought to

recover these splits using ESPRIT. As reference

genomes, we used 6 other vertebrates (mouse,

anole lizard, chicken, African clawed frog, zebrafish,

medaka) and two invertebrates (Ciona intestinalis and

Branchiostoma floridae). We evaluated precision and

recall of ESPRIT for various combinations of

the two main parameters. Overall, precision was

�80%, while recall was �10–15% (Figure 3).

Manual inspection of some of the false positives

revealed that practically all mistakes were due to

the confounding effect of naturally occurring CDSs

belonging to paralogous genes. As for the false

negative predictions, most of them were due to the

short size of one or both artificial fragments: in 64%

of all artificially introduced splits, at least one of the

resulting CDS fragments was <80 amino acid long.

The short length of these fragments makes them

more prone to spurious alignment and precludes

accurate estimation of evolutionary distances.

Increasing the parameter MinRefGen (minimal

number of required matching reference genomes)

reduced recall but did not always result in higher

precision. Likewise, we observed local optima for

the parameter tol (tolerance in the difference in

evolutionary distance between two fragments and

their corresponding full length homolog in the

reference genome, expressed in normal standard

deviations) both in terms of precision and recall.

In general, note that relaxing parameters does not

necessarily increase coverage because this can lead

to an increase in the number of conflicting candidate

pairs as well, and those are excluded from predictions

by ESPRIT (see Methods section).

Second, we exploited improvements in the

NCBI assembly of the mouse genome between

2005 (m34 release) and 2007 (m37 release, the

most recent one to date). We ran ESPRIT on the

m34 assembly using as reference genomes the same

set as above, but with human and without mouse.

Predicted split proteins were divided into three cate

gories depending on their fate in the m37 assembly:

pairs of predicted split proteins that were merged in

the m37 assembly (confirmed cases), pairs of which

one or both proteins changed in m37 (i.e. deleted,

altered, split, or merged with another fragment not

predicted by ESPRIT), and pairs unchanged in m37.

Figure 2: Method overview to identify split protein-coding regions. Genes are depicted as boxes, protein-coding

regions are indicated with gray areas. White areas indicate introns or untranslated regions (UTRs). If two CDSs

annotated as part of different genes in the partial genome consistently map to non-overlapping parts of a common

gene in several reference genomes, this suggests that the two CDSs are part of a split protein-coding region

and should be merged (refer to Methods section for details).
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Overall, about half the predictions on m34 were

merged outright in m37, with most of the other

half having changed in one or both sequences in

m37 (Figure 4). This is in stark contrast to the dis

tribution of randomly selected CDS pairs from m34,

of which <0.1% were merged, 77% changed in one

or both sequences, and 23% stayed unchanged. For

example, illustrated in Figure 5a, ESPRIT correctly

predicted that Ensembl genes ENSMUSG

00000057751 and ENSMUSG00000029031 in

Ensembl mouse v35 (m34 assembly) are merged

into the gene ENSMUSG00000057751 (multiple

EGF like domains 6 gene) in Ensembl mouse v48

(m37 assembly). Note however that in terms of

coverage, ESPRIT is only able to predict a small

fraction of all gene pairs merged between m34

and m37 (between 32 and 63 pairs out of a total of

1917).

Application of ESPRIT to the C. milii
genome
Based on what emerged as the best parameters from

the analyses on human and mouse genomes

(MinRefGen¼ 4, tol¼ 5), we applied ESPRIT to

the C. milii genome with the same set of reference

genomes as above (mouse, anole lizard, chicken,

African clawed frog, zebrafish, medaka, Ciona intesti

nalis and Branchiostoma floridae). ESPRIT predicted

642 pairs of split protein coding regions

(Supplementary Data S3).

To evaluate these predictions with independent

information, we referred to GenBank which con

tained 172 entries for C. milii protein coding

genes on the nuclear genome (as of 11 March

2011). While most GenBank entries had zero or

one identical match among peptide sequence data

set predicted on the partial C.milii genome assembly,

we identified nine C. milii protein coding gene

entries that were represented by more than one

C. milii contigs and used them to evaluate the pre

dictions. Of the nine, ESPRIT identified only one of

the GenBank entries, namely the genomic sequence

FJ185172 harboring the U box containing 5 (Ubox5)

gene encoding a ubiquitin ligase [36]. For this

protein, ESPRIT identified two peptides predicted

on two different C. milii genomic contigs,

AAVX01087292 and AAVX01187212 as a con

tinuous pair (Figure 5b). This prediction was

Figure 3: Evaluation of ESPRIT based on human genome with artificial split introduced in 8% of all CDSs.

The y-axis depicts the percentage of accurate predictions [(true positive)/(true positiveþ false positive)]. The

x-axis depicts the percentage of all artificial splits (2071 cases) that were covered by the predictions

[(true positive)/(true positiveþ false negative)]. The figure shows performance for various combinations of the

two main parameters: the minimum number of reference genome with full-length homolog (parameter MinRefGen)

and tolerance value (parameter tol) for the difference in distance between two fragments and their full-length

homolog.
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confirmed by the fact that the two genomic contigs

show 100% identity to the single GenBank entry

(Figure 5b).

To detect the eight other cases, we relaxed the

distance tolerance parameter tol from 5 to 2. This

increased the number of predictions from 642 to

666 (Supplementary Data S4), and allowed

identification of three additional fragments part of

the same GenBank entry, namely tubulin tyrosine

ligase like family member 6 (ttll6; FJ824599, genomic),

rhodopsin (EF565167, mRNA), and long wavelength

sensitive opsin 1 (LWS1; EF565165, mRNA) genes.

Figure 4: Evaluation of ESPRIT based on comparison between NCBI m34 and m37 mouse assemblies (CDS

from Ensembl v35 and v48 respectively). The y-axis measures predictions of split genes made by ESPRIT on the

m34 assembly according to their fate in the m37 assembly. Contrary to random pairs (far right), about half the

pairs identified by ESPRITwere merged in the m37 assembly. In addition, the fraction of pairs that did not undergo

any change between m34 and m37 is considerably lower than for random pairs.

Figure 5: Confirmation of predicted split genes (in red) from full-length reference counterparts (in blue).

(a) The fragments from m34 assembly (Ensembl v.35) are correctly predicted as being part of the same gene, as

they have been merged in the m37 assembly (in blue, Ensembl v48). (b) The two C. milii genomic contigs (in red)

contain fragments of Ubox5 gene. The scale depicts a 8-kb stretch of the GenBank genomic DNA entry FJ185172.

Blue boxes show protein-coding sequences encoding the GenBank peptide entry ACN32395.1. Red lines show

the two C. milii genomic contigs, each of which contains a single exon (red boxes) of the Ubox5 gene.
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As with the Ubox5 gene fragments, these cases were

all supported by the continuity of their respective

genomic contigs. More generally, this analysis indi

cates that parameters optimized for a given set of

genomes do not necessarily perform well in other

settings (see Discussion section below).

To evaluate predictions without corresponding

sequences in GenBank, we performed molecular

phylogenetic analyses. In principle, multiple frag

ments derived from a single locus are expected to

show the same phylogenetic relationship with

homologs although confidence in phylogenetic

inference tends to be low when the sequences are

short. Figure 6 shows an example of C.milii ephrinB1

gene covered by two distinct, non overlapping

genomic contigs. Molecular phylogenetic recon

struction based on the two predicted peptide

sequences resulted in closer relationship of the

C. milii sequence with the ephrin B1 group than

with ephrin B2 or B3 groups (Figure 6b and c).

Our genomic PCR using primers designed on the

two contigs successfully amplified a DNA stretch

bridging them (Figure 6d).

Finally, we assessed the effect of ESPRIT on the

coverage of the C. milii proteome as estimated by

the CEGMA pipeline. We bridged the 666 pairs of

contigs identified by ESPRIT (MinRefGen¼ 4,

tol¼ 2) with an intervening stretch of 100 unknown

Figure 6: Callorhinchus milii genomic contigs containing fragments of ephrin B1 gene. (a) Portions of the human

ephrin B1 peptide (gray box) homologous to C. milii peptides (red boxes) predicted on two genomic contigs.

Numbers below and above the boxes indicate amino acid positions. (b) Molecular phylogenetic tree of ephrin B

group members based on the portion (56 amino acid residues) covered by the C. milii contig AAVX01108858.

(c) Molecular phylogenetic tree of ephrin B group members based on the portion (75 amino acid residues) covered

by the C. milii contig AAVX01626565. In (b) and (c), support values at nodes are bootstrap probabilities in the ML

method, bootstrap probabilities in the NJ method, and posterior probabilities in the Bayesian inference.

Maximum-likelihood and neighbor joining trees were inferred using PhyML [30] with the WAGþÿ4 model.

We employed MrBayes for Bayesian inference [31]. In (c), invertebrate sequences are excluded because amino acid

sequences in the range of the peptides on which the tree is based are not conserved in invertebrates. (d) A gel

image of amplification of a DNA stretch bridging the two C. milii fragments in (a).
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bases (‘N’) in the orientation predicted by ESPRIT.

On this prediction based version of the genome

assembly, the number of CEGs identified by

CEGMA increased from 49 genes (including 35 par

tial genes) to 54 genes (including 38 partial genes),

which constitutes an improvement of 9%. Given that

CEGMA only considers 248 genes in the C. mili

proteome, the magnitude of this increase is in line

with our previous observations that the predictions

by ESPRIT are mostly correct.

DISCUSSION
Challenges to annotating de novo
non-model genome sequences
As previous studies demonstrate, the basic features of

gene models differ largely among animals [37], and

gene prediction programs such as AUGUSTUS can

be trained effectively to adapt to these

species specific features [38]. In a previous effort,

protein coding regions had been identified with

BLASTX, and repetitive sequences had been de

tected with RepeatMasker as well as with

intra genomic BLASTN searches for high copy

number (>500) repeats [10]. To annotate the

protein coding and repetitive landscape of the

genome in a more specific manner, we constructed

a species specific repeat library including low copy

de novo repeats and ran the trained gene prediction

program AUGUSTUS on the masked genomic

sequences.

Challenges to annotating low-coverage
genomes
The biggest difficulty ESPRIT faces in detecting

split genes is posed by the confounding effect of

fragments that belong to phylogenetically closely

related but distinct paralogous genes. They can be

indistinguishable from bona fide split genes.

Nevertheless, to minimize this problem, ESPRIT

implements two key ideas. First, it requires absence

of substantial overlap (>5 amino acids) between po

tential split protein coding sequences. Indeed, it can

be expected that any regions with significant overlap

have already been merged during assembly of raw

genomic reads, perhaps with the exception of highly

polymorphic regions. Thus, most annotated peptide

sequences with substantial overlap are likely to come

from distinct genes. Still, this does not exclude all

confounding cases because fragments from distinct

paralogs might happen to be non overlapping.

Second, ESPRIT requires similar evolutionary dis

tances between two potential fragments and their

full length counterpart in reference genomes (modu

lated with the tolerance parameter tol). However,

this idea is also not infallible as the rate of sequence

evolution can vary considerably among different

parts of the same gene, and paralogs resulting from

gene duplication specific to the partial genome lin

eage can be similarly distant to all their homologs in

reference genomes.

At a more practical level, a considerable challenge

lies in identifying optimal parameters. Our analyses

on the manipulated human genome show that the

two parameters of ESPRIT cannot be optimized in

isolation of one another: there is a compensatory

effect between MinRefGen and tol. Thus, tightening

one parameter may require relaxing the other. More

importantly, the parameters fitted in the analyses on

human and mouse genomes did not translate well

for the partial C.milii genome in which we obtained

superior results by considerably lowering tol.

This could be partly due to much shorter lengths

of predicted C. milii CDSs. Furthermore, C. milii

represents a unique evolutionary lineage, namely

Chondrichthyes, that has no large scale genomic

sequence resource for any other species. As a result,

all reference genomes used in this study were rela

tively distant from C. milii, with time of divergence

over 400 million years ago (Figure 1) [16].

In contrast, the human and mouse lineages separated

<100 million years ago. Another confounding factor

specific to early vertebrates could be the timing of

whole genome duplications at the base of the verte

brate radiation, which exacerbates the challenges

with paralogs discussed above [18]. Together, these

observations suggest that optimal parameters vary

depending on the coverage of the partial genome

of interest, the availability of closely related reference

genomes, and the peculiarities of the underlying

phylogeny.

Because of these challenges, the predictions of

ESPRIT cannot be expected to be error free. This

is especially true if the genome of a species in

question is susceptible to lineage specific genome

duplications, such as teleost fish genomes with

numerous duplicates with respect to tetrapods [39].

In such cases additional caution is advised.

Nonetheless, under the notion that computational

analyses cannot fully compensate for low quality or
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incomplete data, ESPRIT can be effective at iden

tifying plausible targets to be experimentally verified,

for instance by RT–PCR or genomic PCR to fill the

gap between the split parts as demonstrated in

Figure 6d. Previously, scaffolding a genome with

RNA seq was attempted [40], and scaffolding tran

script sequences with the proteome of closely related

species was also shown to be effective [41]. To our

knowledge, this study formulates for the first time an

algorithm to link unassembled genomic segments

based on proteomes of relatively distantly related

species as references.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The present study lays the groundwork for develop

ments in several directions. In particular, ESPRIT

could be improved by exploiting information

beyond the amino acid sequence of annotated

CDSs. A straightforward development would be to

use the nucleotide sequences, which might be

beneficial when analyzing relatively close sets of

species (e.g. primates, flies). The location of potential

fragments on their respective contigs might also be

exploited to improve split gene detection as genes

close to the ends might be more likely to be

fragmented. The use of features pertaining to typical

gene structure such as absence of start/stop codons

may also enable improvements. More generally, the

gene confidence scores determined by gene predict

ors such as AUGUSTUS might already consider

some of these aspects and integrate them in a way

that could be readily used in this context as well.

In terms of algorithmic development, ESPRIT

currently rejects conflicting candidate predictions. A

more efficient approach would be to resolve these

conflicts and report them along with confidence

scores. This could be implemented by refining the

current threshold based approach into a probabilistic

model, and using the relative probabilities of conflict

ing scenarios to decide which to report, if any.

Key Points

� High-throughput sequencing is enabling de novo genome

sequencing projects, but due to technical constraints and dimin-

ishing returns, many projects are limited to poorly assembled,

low-coverage genome surveys. As a result, fragments of the

same gene can be present on multiple, unassembled contigs,

and arewrongly annotated as being distinct genes.

� We present ESPRIT, a novel method that identifies such split

genes on the basis of full-length counterparts in reference

genomes.

� We validate ESPRIT based on artificially fragmented human

genome, on improvements between early and recent mouse

genome assemblies.

� We applied ESPRIT to an only partially sequenced genome of

Callorhinchus milii, and validated its prediction on comparison

with experimentally validated sequences from GenBank and on

phylogenetic analyses.
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